
Dear Sir/Madam, 

Let me introduce myself.  

 

 
 

As travel agent i make many bookings for my Clients in various Hotels around the World.  

I was hosted in many cities, countries, that always was a good experience for my hosters for a while things: ad example 
to make more attractive and promoted on Hungarian market. I always travel with my husband, who has good contacts 
with hungarian economical elites.  

He regularly appears on national tv channels (RTL, TV2, M1) and radio talking about food and travel.  

We are a regular contributor of Forbes and Playboy Hungary and various travel magazines.  



 
 



 
 

About me: i work in the travel industry as travel agent, product manager and soon I’ll start my own Agency in 
collaboration with the biggest investors a really exclusive boutique agency for the Hungarian elite.  

In my free time i write my travel, and my food blog.  

I'm a leading food writer, food+travel blogger in Hungary and influecer. Started my blogs in 2010 documenting passion 
for food and travel.  



 
 

We travel and eat around the globe, and write about our culinary and travel adventures, be it in the most sophisticated 
Michelin starred restaurants or the most exciting streetfood in exotic corners of the World.  

Immediately after starting my foodblog that became a shooting blog of the Hungarian food scene, in 2011 was awarded 
as one of the best foodblog of Hungary.  

I studied at the prestigious Bocuse Institute in Lyon where only 10 interns from around the world are being admitted, 



and also did a culinary internship at Costes, the most famous Michelin starred restaurants in Budapest. 	
Recently, we have been travelled in Japan, Peru, Vietnam and France. And we have an invitation to Maldives and South 
Africa.  

We already meet Paul Bocuse a couple of times, and some other great personalities of gastronomy, like Ferran Adriá, 
René Redzepi,Thomas Keller, Juan Mari Arzak, Georges Blanc, Anne-Sophie Pic, Joel Robuchon, Eneko Atxa, Eckart 
Witzigmann, Michel Rostang, Yves Camdeborde, Emmanuel Renaut, etc.  

When i write about a culinarian trip also in our office we establishe that many many people want to travel on the base of 
our reports. Blog: culinartz.com Readership: 100.000 UV/month  

Facebook: facebook.com/culinartz  

 

Followers: more than 5000. And other social media, like Instagram (http://instagram.com/emesefejer) Followers: 
arround 15000.  

  



 
 
I speak hungarian, english, italian, spanish and catalan. And i understand 
also portugese.  

Thank you for your kind attention.  

Regards, Emese Fejer 

	


